
Betrayals Preorder Giveaway 
 
We’re on book 4 in the Cainsville series, so I wanted to do something to thank readers for 
their support. I’ve written a new Cainsville novella and a new story, and I’ve 
commissioned the first-ever character portraits. I’ve added a recently published story and 
packaged it all up as an exclusive preorder giveaway e-book. 
  
And preorder isn’t the only way to get the giveaway. If you buy the book on release week 
(Aug 9-15) or reserve it from your library by August 15, you qualify. 
 
What exactly do you get? 
 
Cainsville Tales, an e-book in mobi, epub and PDF format. Over 150 pages, it contains: 
- original cover art by Xaviere Daumarie 
- The Orange Cat: Gabriel story based on Poe’s The Black Cat, originally in Nevermore 
- Bad Publicity: a new Patrick story 
- Lady of the Lake: a new Liv & Ricky novella (set right after Deceptions) 
- first chapters of Rituals, the final Cainsville novel 
- full color portraits for Olivia, Gabriel, Ricky, Patrick & Rose, by Xaviere Daumarie 
- contest for a bound copy of Rituals…once it’s edited 
 
How do you claim it? 
 
We need some proof of preorder or purchase or placement on a library waiting list. Any 
format counts: hardcover, e-book or audio (if available.)  
 
Proof can be a forwarded e-mail receipt, a scanned receipt, a photo of a receipt, a 
screenshot showing preorder status or waiting list placement…really, just anything that 
says “Look, I’ve preordered/bought/reserved Betrayals!”  
 
Got that piece of proof? Send it to Alison at mail@kelleyarmstrong.com 
 
What happens next? 
 
Alison will send back a code that will allow you to download whichever format you want 
(or all 3 if you like.) The mobi file should work for Kindle, the epub for Nook & Kobo, 
and the PDF on laptops/computers/tablets/phones etc. 
 
If you don’t receive your code within 48 hours of sending your proof, contact us again or 
notify me via Facebook or Twitter. More than 48 hours means we either didn’t get it or 
(as we’ve found in all cases so far) our reply is in your spam folder. 
 
 
Offer ends August 15. Offer is international.  


